Ford ranger odometer

My Ford Ranger has a line where the odometer is. Its a new cluster. How do i fix this? Erwee
answered 2 years ago. Guru66XHM answered 10 months ago. Hello all. I have a 98 Ranger. Ran
into a strange problem. The truck is getting power everywhere but when I turn the key to start it,
the key turns but doesn't engage meaning I can't start the engin My Ford Ranger is not starting.
It started up the other day no problem, then when I got to my work parking lot the engine died. I
tried starting it up again immediately and it would only crank and I have a ford ranger 4x Ive had
this truck for a couple months now and I haven't had any problems I have a different car.
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not sure why my odometer on my 98 F was not working. I poked around google and found a
youtube video by chrisfix that help me understand what was going on. And sure enough after
taking it apart myself the Worm Gear was busted inside. Trust me. I put everything back
together and I honestly didn't think it was going to work, turned the truck on, started driving,
and BOOM!! Images in this review. Did the trick to fix my Ford Ranger odometer. Fit was a bit
tight on the odometer motor shaft. Had to use a vise to press on. But better tight than loose. The
installation is easy enough, but of course there is a. Also seemed a tad expensive for a piece of
plastic, but it is precision machined, so I suppose that jacks up the price. The original gear
lasted 22 years, so I would hope never to need another one. One person found this helpful. This
little piece it is tiny! Miles are going up again on my truck now This gear is all you need to repair
a Ford F, you do not need the 2 piece set offered by some sellers. Bought this for a Ford
Contour. Mildly difficult to take the dashboard apart for installation. Something happened
during the installation process, and now my speedometer reads 30mph when at a dead stand
still - but increases proportionally It definitely fixed the problem. However, suggest spending
some time on youtube to understand the installation process. Took that dashboard out 3 times

before all worked correctly. The part is Easy to install but tearing out the dash to get to board
where the motor is located is cumbersome and aggravating. I used a wood clamp to press it on
the shaft. I bought this for my ford f 4. Watched a YouTube video, and was fairly easy to put in.
At the same time I put in new led back lights,
when to replace brake discs
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